
The Resolution 360 Clip has received CE mark and is indicated for:

1. Hemostasis for:
– Mucosal/sub-mucosal defects < 3 cm,
– Bleeding ulcers, Arteries < 2 mm, Polyps < 1.5 cm in diameter, Diverticula in the colon,
– Prophylactic clipping to reduce the risk of delayed bleeding post lesion resection.

2. As a supplementary method, closure of GI tract luminal perforations < 20 mm that 
can be treated conservatively.

3. Endoscopic marking. 

4. Anchoring to affix jejunal feeding tubes to the wall of the small bowel. 

The Resolution 360 Clip builds on the strong clinical and economic 
track record established by Resolution Clip while offering new 
benefits to providers and patients including controlled rotation 
in tortuous anatomy designed for more accurate clip placement 
and shorter, more efficient procedures.

Resolution 360™ Clip

Take Control



* Main competitors in EU are Instinct, QuickCLip pro and AGS clips. 

** Jensen DM, Machiacado GA. Hemoclipping of chronic canine ulcers: a randomized, prospective study of initial 
deployment success, clip retention rates, and ulcer healing. Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, 2009 Nov;70(5):969-75. doi: 
10.1016/j.gie. 2009.04.052. Epub 2009 Jul 28.

All cited trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

Caution: Law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician. Indications, contraindications, 
warnings and instructions for use can be found in the product labelling supplied with each device. Information for the use only in countries with 
applicable health authority product registrations.
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Product Codes 
Order Number Description Unit Availability

M00521230 Resolution 360 Clip 235cm Box 1 Available now

M00521231 Resolution 360 Clip 235cm Box 10 Available now

M00521232 Resolution 360 Clip 235cm Box 20 Coming Soon

M00521233 Resolution 360 Clip 235cm Box 40 Coming Soon

M00521240 Resolution 360 Clip 155cm Box 1 Coming Soon

M00521241 Resolution 360 Clip 155cm Box 10 Coming Soon

M00521242 Resolution 360 Clip 155cm Box 20 Coming Soon

M00521243 Resolution 360 Clip 155cm Box 40 Coming Soon

Resolution 360™ Clip

Economic and Clinical Value

Features Potential Benefits

Rotation in either  
direction

• 1 to 1 rotation designed for more accurate clip placement, and shorter, more efficient 
procedures.

Choice of two rotation 
mechanisms

• Innovative braided design enables the physician or nurse/technician to provide controlled 
clip placement for potential procedural efficiency and accuracy.

• Ability to maintain hand in handle while rotating to preserve clip positioning for deployment.

Device Built on  
Resolution Platform

• Resolution Clip has a reliable clinical history with 11 years of proven success, 6 million clips  
sold and over 220 clinical articles.

More Clinical Indications, 
including Prophylactic  
Indication

• More indications than its main competitors*, presenting opportunities to realize efficiencies in 
inventory carrying cost, lab storage space, and labor associated with managing more product.

Tactile Feedback • Tactile feedback may allow the user to confirm hemostasis before deploying the clips, 
reducing the likelihood of using a second clip.

• Upon deployment, Resolution Clips are designed to lock securely in place for improved 
retention, which may lead to fewer hospital readmissions and repeat procedures. In a randomized, 
prospective study on hemoclipping of chronic canine ulcers, “the Resolution Clip was retained 
significantly longer” than other hemoclips in the study with no delay of ulcer healing. (The results 
of this canine study may not be representative of performance in humans.)**

Easy Setup/Use • Elimination of plastic sheath allows for fewer setup steps. 


